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Building Beautiful Souls
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When You Find A Feather

MEANINGS

WHITE
- spirituality, angels, faith, protection, purification, hope

ORANGE
- energy, change, optimism, success, new ideas, creativity, physical love

RED
- good fortune, passion, emotions, courage, money, security

PINK
- unconditional love, romance, caring, compassion, harmony, faithfulness, honor, inspiration

BLUE
- peace, inspiration, spirit connection, psychic awareness

GREY
- peace and neutrality

YELLOW
- mental alertness, vision, joy, cheerfulness, intelligence

PURPLE
- universal consciousness, spiritual connection, heightened spiritual growth

GREEN
- health, healing, nature, money, prosperity, success, nature/plant/animal spirits

BROWN
- stability, grounding, endurance, home, friendship, respect

BLACK
- protection, warning, repelling or warning of negative energy, mystical wisdom - you are undergoing a spiritual initiation, growth or increased wisdom

#CSIPWessex18
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Wessex Safety, Quality & Improvement Conference 2018

I AM: ____________

Extraordinary, Strong, Wise, Confident, Valuable, Talented, Blessed, Accepted, Fearless, at Peace, Healthy, Young, Determined, Smart, Beautiful, Graceful, a Leader, Successful, Head and not tail, Healer, Wealthy, Obedient, Respectful, Light, Loved, Humble, Victorious, Optimist, Patient, Kind, Loving...
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